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Abstract
Traditionally, terrain simplification is time consuming and generates multi-resolution models, from which irregular or semi-regular triangulations are extracted to render a terrain at a suitable level of detail. Recent terrain
simplification techniques use GPU-friendly regular grids and apply the filtering and sub-sampling paradigm to
generate multiple resolutions. However, such approximations only sparsely adapt the terrain surface due to the
smoothing and uniform sampling. Consequently, considerably more triangles have to be rendered in order to guarantee a certain error threshold.
In this paper we present a novel feature-sensitive simplification technique. Our approach follows the aforementioned paradigm. The key idea is to maintain the regularity and, at the same time, to recompute the vertex
positions regarding a specific metric, the quadric error metric (QEM). Compared to previous methods we apply
the paradigm to the grid of vertex-associated quadrics, from which the vertices for the new resolution are extracted
by quadric error minimization. The benefit is, maintaining the regularity while taking the terrain features into account. As an overall consequence, the approximation error is decreased compared to methods based solely on
vertex-filtering and sub-sampling. Hence, our method requires fewer triangles resulting in an improved rendering
performance as reported in our results.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry
and Object Modeling

1. Introduction
Terrain rendering has a long research history and is used
in many application domains. Due to the huge amount of
data, rendering systems make use of multi-resolution models
to extract a specific level of detail to display. Starting from
the most detailed representation, a multi-resolution model is
generate a-priori by successively decimating the number of
primitives with regards to a particular metric also known as
simplification. The goal is to find a well-approximated model
with less primitives. Traditionally, terrain multi-resolution
models use irregular or semi-regular data structures at the
granularity of individual triangles. However, such structures
are complex and computational expensive both for simplification and rendering. Hence, the recent multi-resolution
model take advantage of triangle clusters (patches) [PG07].
Especially regular triangulations and data-layouts become
attractive. Due to their simple layout and topology (valence
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6) they are ideally suited for hardware processing [GGH02].
Furthermore, regularity guarantees efficiency in terms of
memory management, serialization and rendering. Moreover, well-studied image processing and compression methods can be directly applied. Consequently, recent terrain
simplification methods apply low-pass filtering - a weighted
average filtering to avoid aliasing - followed by uniform subsampling to generate different resolution levels. In the following this process is referred to filtering & sub-sampling
paradigm. However, such approximations sparsely adapt the
terrain surface. This is due to the smoothing and the uniform
sampling leading to higher approximation errors compared
to traditional simplification methods. Consequently rendering effort increases with regards to triangles per error.
The major problem address by this paper are the following:

∙ Regular layouts are well-suited for hardware processing
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but the simplification mostly based on low-pass filtering
and thus terrain features are “smooth away”.
∙ Complex algorithms use irregular data structures and recompute the vertex positions in such a way, that the approximation error is minimized. As a result the approximation are highly accurate but the computation is expensive and unsuitable for hardware processing.
The key idea behind our novel simplification approach is to
recompute the vertex positions with regards to a error metric
to minimize the approximation error while simultaneously
maintain the regularity without a remeshing. This leads to
the following questions: first how to recompute vertex positions to keep the error low in a efficient manner and second
how to preserve the regularity? To accomplish this, we apply the filtering & sub-sampling paradigm in combination
with the quadric error metric [GH97]. We initially define
associated plane-sets - express as quadrics - for all vertices
whereby the planes represents the terrain surface. By the
mean of filtering we weighted combine the quadrics. For
the new resolution resulting from sub-sampling, we compute
the representative vertices by minimizing the quadric error.
As a result, the approximation error is lower in contrast to
vertex-based filtering and sub-sampling. Consequently less
triangles per error needs to be rendered increasing the performance as shown in the results.
The paper is outlined as follows: in the next section we
present the relevant related work. In Section 3 we introduce
our simplification method and show how the QEM can efficiently use to recompute vertex positions. After that, we
discuss in Section 4 how a multi-resolution model can constructed with our simplification algorithm. In Section 5 we
discuss the results and finish in Section 6 with a conclusion
and future work.
2. Related Work
A terrain rendering algorithms is mostly divide into two
major steps: first, the preprocessing step which generates a
multi-resolution model using mesh simplification methods
and second the rendering step. There exists a wide range of
multi-resolution data structures as well as simplification algorithms in the literature. In the following we focus on those
applied to terrain rendering in particular.
Multi-resolution models has a long history in terrain rendering due to the desire of displaying large datasets. Traditionally vertex hierarchies [XV96, Hop98, HSH09] or multitriangulation hierarchies [Pup98, CGG∗ 05] are a suitable
choice from which highly adaptive and high quality irregular triangulations can be extracted. However, those general hierarchies have not been established in the field of
terrain rendering, due to the complex nature and the expensive computational costs. Instead, sub-devision schemes
has developed, which produces semi-regular triangulations
by recursive applying the scheme. Commonly longestedge-bisection sub-devision is a very popular scheme (see

[LP01]). This schemes is as simple as powerful and have
been applied in various forms and data structures for instance [EKT01, DWS∗ 97, RHS98, LKR∗ 96]. Another popular hierarchy commonly used is the quad-tree. A quadtree is build by hierarchical sub-divide the terrain in a restricted [Paj98, And07] or non-restricted manner [Ulr02].
With the evolution of GPUs, it becomes necessary to move
the granularity form individual triangles to patches (triangle clusters). In more detail: instead associating a triangles
or vertex with a node in the hierarchy, off-line precomputed and optimized triangle patches are used. Recent GPUoriented multi-resolution hierarchies use both regularly triangulated patches and regular data-layouts which leads to
new simplification methods. For the interested reader we refer to [Paj02, LP02, dFKP05, PG07, DGY07].
Simplification generates a approximation by controlled
decimating the number of primitives. The goal is to find a
approximation which rarely differ from the original. For this
purpose determining the elements to remove is necessary.
This process is more or less computational expensive and
directly depends on the complexity of the data-structure.
Irregular data structures allow complex operations and error metric. For instance vertex-clustering [RB93], iterative
edge contraction [Hop96], mesh optimization [HDD∗ 93] or
wavelet analysis [GGS95] techniques can be use to keep
the approximation error low. For a good overview we refer to [CMS98]. Especially [CGG∗ 03] takes advantages of
quadric-based simplification [GH97] to generate high quality patch triangulations. this class of algorithms generate
highly accurate approximation. However, the computation is
very expensive and not optimized for recent hardware processing.
In contrast to that, algorithms based on semi-regular data
structures merge elements based on the recursive subdevision scheme and measure the introduced error. For instance [Pom00, Ulr02, SW06, DSW09, BGP09] generated
semi-regular triangulated patches in an off-line process,
whereas [LP01, Lev02] extracts the approximation during
the rendering processes. In general such algorithms are very
fast and easy to implement, due to the recursive nature. However, irregular triangulations leads to better results with regards to the triangles per error [EKT01].
For regular data structures methods from the image processing community has been adapted due to the close interrelation of n × m grids of height values and images. Recent
terrain simplification algorithms carried out the filtering &
sub-sampling paradigm to generate multiply resolutions. In
more detail: A approximation is generate by uniformly subsample the original regular input domain. To avoid aliasing
artifacts, a weighted average (low-pass) filtering is applied
[dB00, LH04]. [GMC∗ 06, BGMP07] use wavelets analysis,
whereas [HDJ04] apply a high quality low-pass filter for triangular patches. These algorithms are quit efficient but wasting triangles per error due to a sparsely adaption of the terrain surface in contrast to irregular triangulations.
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Quadric Error Metric is widely used in simplification processes, due to its efficiency and quality issues. The metric
drives the simplification process by recompute vertex positions in such a ways that the approximation error is minimized. The metric has been developed for the pair collapse
operator which merge two vertices connected by a edge.
For each vertex v the metric defines the point-plane distance
from v to a set of associated planes planes(v).
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Initially, the plane set planes(v) is given by the adjacent faces of v. If a pair collapse (v1 , v2 ) → v̄ is applied,
the position of v̄ is compute by minimize the distance to
the combined associated planes planes(v1 ) ∪ planes(v2 ) →
planes(v̄). The explicit representation can be replaced by the
error quadric a symmetric 4 × 4 matrix Qv and the set-union
operator reduces to quadric addition. It also possible to scale
the contribution of a quadric by quadric-scalar multiplication. Due to the fact, that vertex-clustering is equivalent to
performing the pair collapse operation to each vertex in a
cluster simultaneously, the quadric error metric can be used
as a measure of mesh quality. Furthermore it is possible to
compute the representative vertex of a cluster that minimizes
the error quadric. Based on this idea [] developed a realtime GPU based mesh simplification method which stores
the quadrics in texture memory and computes cluster representants directly on the graphics hardware.
Implications for a simplification algorithm are the following: regular data-layouts should be use to exploit recent
hardware, but the commonly applied low-pass filtering in the
simplification leads to a wasting number of triangles/error in
the rendering process. More complex techniques, iteratively
recompute vertex positions with regards to a error metric,
leading to high quality approximations. However such algorithms are complex and time consuming. Furthermore, the
data structures and layouts are unfavorable for recent hardware. Hence, it should be expect that the combination of
both will be beneficial as we confirmed with our approach
proposed here.

1. computation of the vertex position
2. optimization and evaluation of positions
3.5. Discussion
4. Application to Terrain Rendering
1. apply to data structures
2. patch-edges
3. smoothing
How to adapt the filtering subsampling to generate
patches for quad-tree and bin-trees. Different sampling
schemes.
5. Results
1. Rendering system
2. comparison of different filter weights
3. comparison of rendering time 1D-displacement/3Ddisplacement
4. result discussion (time, resources, quality)
6. Conclusion
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